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Objective 
 

Provide an overview of the main menu options for Adaptive Groundwater (AGW)  (e.g., grid 

design, basic boundary condition specification, time step control, etc.) and create an input data 

file for a basic example solute transport problem:  three-dimensional advection-dispersion of a 

Gaussian plume in a uniform groundwater flow field.  For additional information regarding menu 

options please refer to the “Program Overview” section of the AGW  help documentation. 

 

The completed Adaptive Groundwater input files for this tutorial are included in the Tutorial_1 

subdirectory of the tutorials directory under the Adaptive_Groundwater program folder: 

 
C:\Adaptive_Groundwater\Tutorials\Tutorial_1\Tutorial_1_Completed.agw 

 

These project files are provided to you as a reference (you can check the completed input data if 

you have questions while working through the tutorial).  Many output times are also provided so 

that you can view the variations of hydraulic heads and solute concentrations over a long time 

period.  As discussed below, you will work with a separate set of project files. 

 

This tutorial is divided into two sections.  The first part is a step-by-step demonstration of the 

input data preparation for the example problem.  Since this is the first tutorial, all main menu 

options are discussed.  However, several menu options and program capabilities are covered in 

more detail in the remaining Tutorials 2-9.  Section 2 illustrates the generation of various two- 

and three-dimensional visualizations of the simulation results for this tutorial. 

 

 

 

Step-by-Step Procedure 

 

 

Section 1 – Example Problem Input Data Preparation and Review of Main Menu Options 

 

 

Step 1 – Create New Project 

 

In the main menu select File > New  to create a new AGW  "project" (Figure 1).  A project is all 

of the input data and output files for a flow and transport model of a site.  As shown in Figure 1, 

save the file with the name “Tutorial_1_Start” under the “Tutorial_1” subdirectory:   

 
C:\Adaptive_Groundwater\Tutorials\Tutorial_1\Tutorial_1_Start.agw 

 

 

The New Base Grid dialog appears (Figure 2), in which you establish the Level 1 (coarse grid) 

dimensions and select whether you want a homogenous (User-defined material zones) or 

heterogeneous (correlated random K field) aquifer.   
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Figure 1 

 

 

 

Step 2 – Define Base Grid Size and Dimensions 

 

As shown in Figure 2, enter these Base Grid dimensions:  Xmax = 5100 m (34 columns);  Ymax = 

1500 m (10 rows);  Zmax = 50 m (10 layers).  These values produce Base Grid cells with 

horizontal dimensions of 150 m and a vertical thickness of 5 m. 

 

For the hydraulic conductivity distribution select the “Homogeneous Zones” radio button.  This 

selection can later be changed using the Simulation Control Parameters dialog (see discussion 

below).  As discussed below in the “Porous Media Zones” section, transport parameter zones 

must be specified for both hydraulic conductivity options (i.e., even if K is randomly distributed). 

 

Click on the “Create” button to generate the starting Base Grid (Figure 3). 

 

On the main menu select File > Save  to save your input data. 
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  Figure 2 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3 
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Additional Notes on the File  Menu Option [ NOTE:  These File options are inactive when other 

menu options are selected (e.g., while defining boundary conditions or viewing output)]: 

 

• “Open” (Figure 1) an existing Adaptive Groundwater (.agw) “project”;  

• “Save” the current project files using the same name; 

• “Save As” prompts the User to save the current project files using a different name;  

• “Print/Export” a hardcopy of your results, create a graphics file, or export to an ASCII 

file;  or   

• “Exit” the program.  

 

 

Additional Notes on Base Grid Dimensions: 

 

• A minimum of three Base Grid columns, rows, and layers must be used; 

• In most cases, the Base Grid mesh spacing can be uniform in a given direction and 10-20 

rows or columns and 5-10 layers are adequate; 

• Two exceptions to this general guidance are inflow and outflow boundaries (e.g., the 

upgradient and downgradient boundaries of the Base Grid for this tutorial) where we 

recommend placing two narrow columns to ensure more consistent flux computation on 

different levels (i.e., contrasting cell sizes) of grid refinement; 

• Grid refinement [i.e., higher levels of the AMR (Adaptive Mesh Refinement) grid] is 

automatically added based on the number of AMR levels and the "mesh refinement 

factor” (IREFINE = 2 or 4;  refer to the discussion of the Simulation Control Parameters 

dialog below). 

 

 

 

Step 3 – Edit Base Grid 

 

In the main menu select Grid > Edit Base Grid Mesh, which pops up the Base Grid Mesh 

Spacing dialog in Figure 4.  As shown, all of the current column widths [DX(I), where I = 

column no.] are 150 m.  Make the following column-width changes to improve the multi-level 

boundary flux computation.    

 

Use the “+/-“ buttons and enter these new DX(I) sizes near the left-hand side grid boundary:  

DX(1) = DX(2) = 1.5 m;  DX(3) = 147 m.  Make the same mirror-image changes at the right-hand 

boundary:  DX(32) = 147 m;  DX(33) = DX(34) = 1.5 m.  Figure 5 shows the new column widths 

for columns 1-3. 

 

Click “OK” on the Base Grid Mesh Spacing dialog to generate the modified Base Grid (Figure 

6).  The x-direction limits of the modified grid are now 0-4500 m. 
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  Figure 4 

 

 

 
Figure 5 
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Figure 6 

 

 

 

Additional Notes on Base Grid Editing: 

 

• The Grid  option also provides standard mesh refining or coarsening tools for editing the 

row, column, or layer sizes in the Base Grid mesh (e.g., Figure 7;  Edit Layers, Edit 

Rows, or Edit Layers options); 

• Grid > Edit Columns > Refine by 2 allows the user to highlight a column and either 

create two columns from one (push any key) or exit from this menu option (without 

changing the Base Grid) by pushing the “esc” key; 

• Grid > Edit Columns > Merge 2 Columns combines two columns into one; 

• Grid > Edit Columns > Add a Column allows the User to subdivide a column at a 

specific x-coordinate; 

• The same options are available for editing rows (y-direction) and layers (z-direction). 
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Figure 7 

 

 

Step 4 – Assign Porous Media Zones 

 

Three options are available in Adaptive Groundwater for defining material properties (Figure 8):  

(i) standard delineation of material zones (by window, polygon, or Base Grid cell) based on a 

User-defined material property database;  (ii) generation of a three-dimensional correlated 

random permeability field in all or part of the simulation domain (refer to Tutorial 3);  and (iii) 

delineation of layered hydrogeologic units by interpolating stratigraphic contact elevation ASCII 

data (see Tutorials 7 and 8).   

 

 
 

Figure 8 

Inactive when hydraulic conductivity type is “Homogeneous Zones” (Figure 2) 
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By default, one homogeneous material zone is assigned to the entire domain when a new AGW 

project is created.  You can view and edit the material-zone database by selecting Porous Media 

Zones > Edit/View Database on the main menu, which pops us the following dialog.  Select the 

“help” button in this dialog for more information. 

 

 
 

For example, on the main menu select Porous Media Zones > Inspect/Edit  to view the single 

material zone (Zone 1) for this tutorial (Figure 9).   
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Figure 9 

 

 

 

The layer in the current plan (x-y) view is changed by selecting either the layer number “Go To” 

button (Figure 10) or the “+/-“ buttons.  
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Figure 10 

 

 

Per the message box at the bottom of the screen, click on a cell to view (or change via the +/- 

buttons) the assigned material property.  

 

In all plots you can “Zoom In”, “Zoom Last”, or “Translate” the view by clicking one of the 

icons in the upper-left corner of the display (Figure 9) or by making the appropriate selection 

under View in the main menu.  

To display x-z or y-z cross-sectional views click on either the X-Z Slice (Row;  ) or Y-Z Slice 

(Column;  ) buttons, respectively, in the lower left hand corner (red circle in Figure 9).  (You 

can also select View > Change View Plane in the main menu).  Then, move the mouse cursor to 

highlight the Base Grid row or column that you would like to view and left click on the 

row/column.  Push the “Esc” key to abort this operation.    
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When you first switch to the cross-section view, you will want to add vertical exaggeration (e.g., 

VE = 10-20) by going to View > Vertical Exaggeration in the main menu. 

If you would like to view more information regarding material zones click on the “Help” button 

on any of the dialogs under the Porous Media Zones  option. 

 

 

Step 5 – Define Initial Hydraulic Head Distribution 

 

Two options are available for defining the t = 0 hydraulic head distribution (Ho) in the aquifer:  a 

uniform hydraulic head or a program-computed, 3D starting hydraulic head solution (select this 

option under Simulation > Simulation Control Parameters > Flow;  see dialog discussion 

below).  NOTE:  In either case, Ho should be entered as a “realistic” field-scale value (e.g., 

average of updradient/downgradient head B.C. values) in order to accelerate the flow solution 

convergence (Picard iterations). 

 

On the main menu select Initial Head  to pop up the Assign Initial Uniform Head dialog (Figure 

11).  Enter Ho  = 102.5 m (average of aquifer boundary head B.C.’s) and click “OK”.  This value 

is automatically saved with the project files. 

 

 
Figure 11 

 

 

 

Step 6 – Define Initial Solute Concentration Distribution 

 

Four options are provided for defining the initial (t = 0) solute concentration, Co, distribution 

(Figure 12):  (i) User-defined zones (select values from the database and assign by window, 

polygon, or cell);  (ii) program kriged 3D interpolation of imported concentration measurements;  

(iii) program-generated, three-dimensional plumes based on superposition of Gaussian “puffs” 

(Tutorials 1 and 2);  or (iv) Gaussian puffs added to concentration zones (Tutorial 2). 
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Figure 12 

 

 

This tutorial uses a simple Gaussian plume as the initial condition. 

 

 

- Concentration Zones - 

 

By default, Co = 0 is assigned (as one concentration zone) to the entire domain when a new AGW 

project is created.  For example, on the main menu select Initial Concentration > Inspect/Edit C 

Zones  to view the single initial concentration zone (Zone 1) for this tutorial (Figure 13a).   

 

The layer in the current plan (x-y) view is changed by selecting either the select layer “Go To” 

button (Figure 13b) or the “+/-“ buttons.  

 

Per the message box at the bottom of the screen, click on a cell to view (or change via the +/- 

buttons) the assigned initial solute concentration (zero in this case).  

 

Select “Cancel” in the Inspect/Edit dialog and proceed to the next step (Gaussian puffs). 
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Figure 13a 

 

 
Figure 13b 
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- Gaussian Puff Superposition - 

 

On the main menu select Initial Concentration >3D Gaussian Plumes + C Zones  to view the 

single 3D Gaussian plume defined as the initial solute concentration distribution for this tutorial.  

In the Initial Concentration Distribution dialog (Figure 14a) use the “Select Layer No.” field to 

change the plan view to Base Grid layer 6;  “zoom in” to generate the x-z slice view through the 

plume center in Figure 14b (Cmax = 1.0 mg/L).  

 

You can change some of the values in the Initial Concentration Distribution dialog (Figure 14a) 

and view the results by selecting “Redraw Contours”.  If you make changes, remember to click 

on “Save Parameters” to save your updated Gaussian puff values. 

 

Please refer to Tutorial 2 for a detailed illustration of generating realistic field-scale plumes (t = 

0) using this Gaussian puff superposition option. 

 

If you would like to view more information regarding specification of the initial conditions for 

solute concentration click on the “Help” button on any of the dialogs under the Initial 

Concentration  option.   

 

 

 
 

  Figure 14a 
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Figure 14b 

 

 

 

 

Step 7 – Define Hydraulic Head and Solute Concentration Boundary Conditions 

 

As discussed in more detail in the help documentation for the various boundary condition 

dialogs, B.C.’s are assigned as three-dimensional specified head or concentration zones due to 

the contrasting cell sizes on the different AMR mesh levels.  Depending on the final multi-level 

mesh configuration each time step, the program automatically assigns specific cell B.C.’s on 

each level of refinement based on the User-defined B.C. zones.  This approach also adds a large 

degree of numerical flexibility to Adaptive Groundwater because boundary conditions do not 

need to be redefined when the grid resolution changes (e.g., see Tutorial 9).   
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The boundary condition options for the groundwater flow solution are:  hydraulic heads 

[linearly-varying or uniform (e.g., Tutorial 4);  time-dependent or constant;  aquifer boundaries 

(e.g., assign uniform fixed head B.C.’s throughout the upgradient and downgradient faces to 

establish a regional flow field)];  leaky-type B.C.’s (rivers or lakes;  Tutorials 5 and 6);  and 

recharge zones (recharge rate and concentration;  Tutorial 6).  The Aquifer Boundaries B.C. 

option is illustrated in this tutorial.   

 

If solute transport is simulated, inflow concentrations for rivers and lakes are also defined in 

these dialogs or via the Default Inflow Concentrations dialog (discussed below).  As with 

hydraulic heads, solute concentration B.C.’s can also be assigned to cells by specifying three-

dimensional B.C. regions [linearly-varying or uniform;  time-dependent or constant;  aquifer 

boundaries (e.g., assign uniform fixed concentration B.C.’s throughout the upgradient face to 

establish solute concentrations for regional groundwater inflow)].  Alternatively, the program 

will automatically assign (each time step based on the updated velocity distribution) different 

concentration B.C.’s to any cell where groundwater enters the aquifer from either an aquifer 

boundary, river or lakes, or injection wells (based on the values specified in the Default Inflow 

Concentrations dialog) .   

 

 

- Hydraulic Head - 

 

For this tutorial, we establish a uniform flow field in the x direction by defining fixed-head 

boundary conditions across the upgradient and downgradient grid boundaries.   

 

In the main menu select Boundary Conditions > Hydraulic Head > Aquifer Boundaries (Figure 

15).  The Hydraulic Head B.C.’s for Aquifer Boundary Faces dialog box pops up (Figure 16).  

Click the checkboxes for Face 1 (upgradient) and Face 2 (downgradient).  Enter heads of 105.0 

m and 100.0 m for Faces 1 and 2, respectively.  Select the “Assign Head B.C.’s to Faces” button 

to generate the boundary conditions on each face.  Click “OK” to close the dialog and answer 

“yes” when you are asked to save the B.C. data. 
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Figure 15 

 

 

 
Figure 16 

 

The Aquifer Boundaries B.C. option creates “Linear Head” boundary conditions.  To view these 

B.C.’s select Boundary Conditions > Hydraulic Head >Linear > Inspect/Edit  on the main 

menu, and the dialog in Figure 17 is loaded.  As shown in Figure 18, left click on one of the 

boundary columns to view the assigned fixed hydraulic head (e.g., the updgradient boundary 

column in Base Grid layer 5, as shown in Figure 18).  Notice that one linear B.C. is assigned to 

the complete thickness of each layer (using a single segment) and that the assigned head is the 

same at each end of the B.C. segment.  
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Figure 17 

 

 

 
 

Figure 18 
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Additional Notes on Head B.C.’s: 

 

• As Figure 18 illustrates, the width of the linear B.C. zone, WBC, assigned by the Aquifer 

Boundaries option is very narrow.  This is by design to ensure that only the boundary cell 

on any level of grid refinement is specified as a fixed-head cell.  In this example, WBC = 

0.09375 m (WBC = 1.5 m / 16, where 1.5 m is the Base Grid column width at the 

boundary and 16 is the ratio of the Base Grid cell width to the Level 5 cell width). 

• Tutorial 4 provides a different example of using the Linear Head B.C. option to delineate 

a horizontal drain in the middle of an aquifer. 

 

 

 

- Groundwater Recharge - 

 

On the main menu select Boundary Conditions > Recharge Rate and Concentration > 

Inspect/Edit  to load the Inspect/Edit Recharge zones dialog (Figure 19).  Notice that all of the 

cells are assigned the default recharge rate of 0.0 (i.e., Zone 1).  Keep these default values by 

clicking “Cancel” on the recharge dialog. 

 

Note:  Tutorial 6 illustrates a nonzero recharge rate specification. 

 

 
Figure 19 

 

 

- Solute Concentration - 

 

On the main menu select Boundary Conditions > Default Inflow Concentrations  to load Assign 

Default Inflow Concentrations dialog (Figure 20).  If the concentration of groundwater entering 

the aquifer is not otherwise specified (by a User-defined B.C.) at aquifer (inflow) boundaries, 

injection wells, or leaky-type boundaries (i.e., rivers or lakes) the program automatically assigns 
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fixed-concentration boundary conditions to those cells based on the values in the Default Inflow 

Concentrations dialog. 

 

 
       Figure 20 

 

 

This tutorial does not include pumping wells, rivers, lakes, or recharge.  Therefore, the 

upgradient boundary is the only location where groundwater enters the aquifer.  To characterize 

the solute concentration at the inflow boundary set the “Aquifer Boundaries” concentration in the 

dialog to 0.0 mg/L (Figure 20).  Click on “OK” and the data are automatically saved. 

 

Note:  All inflow concentrations are assigned values of 0.0 when any new AGW project is 

created.  

 

 

Step 8 – Wells 

 

Refer to Tutorials 6 and 8 for pumping-well examples.  On the main menu the Wells selection 

provides options for creating and storing well screen designs (single- or multi-screened) and 

assigning/inspecting vertical or horizontal pumping wells.  Well pumping rates can be constant 

or variable. 

 

 

Step 9 – Groundwater Pathlines 

 

Tutorial 6 provides a detailed illustration of groundwater pathline starting point assignment.  

Please refer to that tutorial for step-by-step instructions for pathline starting point assignment.  In 

addition, most of the tutorials incorporate pathline results.  On the main menu the Pathlines  

selection provides options for assigning/inspecting pathline starting coordinates.  Pathline 

tracking can be forward (i.e., with groundwater flow) or backward and optional stop times can be 

assigned to terminate the pathline before the end of the simulation.  At the completion of a model 

run computed pathline trajectories can be viewed with or without the effects of chemical 

retardation. 

 

On the main menu select Pathlines > Inspect/Delete  to load the Inspect/Delete Pathlines dialog 

(Figure 21).  Change the “current layer” to Layer 6 to view the pathline starting point already 
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defined in Base Grid layer 6 for this tutorial (red circle in Figure 21).  Left-click on the pathline 

symbol to view the pathline parameter values.  The pathline starts in the middle of the initial 

Gaussian plume defined above. 

 

 
 

Figure 21 

 

 

Step 10 – Monitoring Points 

 

Tutorial 6 provides a detailed illustration of monitoring point assignment.  Please refer to that 

tutorial for step-by-step instructions for monitoring point assignment.  In addition, most of the 

tutorials incorporate monitoring point results.  Select Monitoring Points  on the main menu for 

options to assign/inspect head and concentration observation points.  While viewing two-

dimensional contour plots of the simulation results you can click on different monitoring points 

to pop up a separate dialog box containing hydraulic head or solute concentration versus time 

graphs. 

 

On the main menu select Monitoring Points > Inspect/Delete  to load the Inspect/Delete 

Monitoring Points dialog (Figure 22).  Change the “current layer” to Layer 6 to view the four 
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monitoring points that are already defined in Base Grid layer 6 for this tutorial (Figure 22).  Left-

click on any monitoring-point symbol to view the monitoring point information.  These points 

are located so as to be in the path of the Gaussian plume centerline.     

 

 

 
 

Figure 22 

 

 

 

Step 11 – Review Input 

 

You can review the model input data and boundary conditions at any time by selecting Review 

Input on the main menu, which pops up the dialog box in Figure 23.  Push “Show Selection” to 

inspect an input data type or boundary condition from the drop-down menu (left click on a B.C. 

or material zone to view the input values).  Use the checkboxes to add desired B.C. overlays to 

each plot. 
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    Figure 23 

 

 

In this example (Figure 24), we show Hydraulic Conductivity (one uniform K zone) with 

overlays of the hydraulic head boundary conditions (linear head B.C.’s at the left- and right-hand 

side aquifer boundaries).  The solute concentration B.C.’s checkbox is not activated in Figure 23 

because inflow concentrations at aquifer boundaries are set to the default value of 0.0 (Boundary 

Conditions > Default Inflow Concentrations).   

 

Click “Cancel” on the Inspect/Edit Porous Media Properties dialog to return control to the Model 

Input Data and Boundary/Initial Conditions dialog.  Click “close” in this dialog before 

proceeding to Step 12. 
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Figure 24 

 

 

Step 12 – View 

 

You can change the current view (Figure 25) as follows:   

 

• “Zoom In” (can also use the Function key “F1” or the toolbar in the left-hand window:  

) by drawing a window around the desired viewing area;  

 

• “Zoom Last” (F2 or   ) to go back to previous views;   

 

• “Fit to Full Size” (F3) to zoom out to the maximum extents of the grid;  

 

• “Translate” (F4 or   ) to shift a two-dimensional plot left/right or up/down;  and 

 

• “Change View Plane” to change the current layer (  ) in an x-y plan view plot, the 

current row (  ) in an x-z plot, or the current column (  ) in a y-z plot.   
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Most program dialogs also provide menus for changing the current layer/row/column.      

 

 

 
 

Figure 25 

 

 

The Vertical Exaggeration menu brings up a dialog that allows the User to stretch all plots 

vertically (Figure 26). 

 

 
Figure 26 
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Step 13 –Base Map 

 

- Introduction - 

 

The Base Map  option on the main menu provides the capability of importing (and scale and/or 

translate) a base map drawing in Windows metafile format and “Turn On/Off” an imported map 

while working on input/output tasks.    

 

To assist you in converting base map files saved in other graphics formats, the graphics file 

conversion utility “plotconv.exe” is provided in the Adaptive Groundwater directory.  Please 

refer to the help menu for the Base Map dialog for further details. 

 

 

- Example - 

 

As an illustration, select Base Map > Import Base Map  on the main menu to pop up the Load 

Windows Metafile dialog (Figure 27).  Select the “Tutorial_1_BaseMap.wmf”  file in the 

Tutorial_1 subdirectory and click “Open”. 

 

 
 

Figure 27 

 

 

After importing the base map .wmf file, the base map coordinates dialog (Figure 28a) is loaded.  

In this dialog you define the window (based on model grid coordinates) where the base map is 

initially placed (you will have the opportunity of scaling and translating the map after initial 

placement).  When this dialog first appears the maximum and minimum coordinates of the 

window (i.e., Xmin/Xmax and Ymin/Ymax) correspond to the model grid coordinates at full 

zoom (i.e., the axes ranges when the model grid view are at maximum zoom).  
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   Figure 28a 

 

 

In this example we will use the default base map coordinates.  Therefore, click on the “OK” 

button in the Base Map Coordinates dialog and the base map is imported and automatically 

scaled and translated to fit your specified base map window (Figure 28b). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 28b 
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Note that the program does not supporting scaling your base map to a size that extends outside of 

the model domain (i.e., Xmin/Ymin less than the starting values in Figure 28a;  or Xmax/Ymax 

greater than the starting values).  Therefore, make sure that your starting base map maximum 

coordinates do not extend outside of the maximum model domain axes ranges before you export 

the map from your CAD program. 

 

Now, we will manually reduce the map size and translate it to the left and downward.  Increase 

or decrease the x- or y-scale factors to change the map size in either coordinate direction.  

Increase/decrease the base map translation factor, Trfac [ -1 < Trfac < 1 ], to shift the map 

left/right.   

 

In the Translate and/or Scale Base Map dialog (Figure 29) enter 0.5 for the x- and y-direction 

map scales.  Also, enter a x-direction translation of -0.25 (shift left) and a y-translation of -0.22 

(shift down).  Click the “Redraw Draft Map” button to view the revised map location.  The Base 

Map now looks like Figure 30. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 29 

 

 

Push “Finish and Save Map” and the modified base map is saved with the project files and is 

displayed on the screen.  Further modifications to this base map cannot be made once the 

“Finish” button has been selected;  the base map would have to be re-imported. 
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Figure 30 

 

 

While working on other input data tasks and viewing simulation output, select “Base Map > 

Turn On/Off Base Map” in the main menu (active only in plan view) to show or hide the map. 

 

You can zoom in to get a close-up view of the map (Figure 31). 
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Figure 31 

 

 

 

 

Step 14 – Simulation 

 

The Simulation  option in the main menu contains selections for accessing the Simulation 

Control Parameters dialog (discussed below) and starting simulations ( Simulation > Start 

Simulation ).  Before changing parameter values in the Simulation Control Parameters dialog you 

should click on the “Help” button and carefully review the parameter definitions.  The following 

is an overview of this dialog.    

 

The Simulation Control Parameters Dialog contains these parameter groups organized as dialog 

tabs (Figures 32 a-h show these tabs and the parameter values used for this tutorial):   

 

• Threads:  Parallel Processing [number of processors, or threads, used by the code 

(maximum = number of processors on your computer)];   
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• Media:  Hydraulic Conductivity (homogeneous zones or correlated random permeability 

field);   

 

• Flow:  Flow Solution parameters (initial head type, Picard iteration tolerance and 

maximum number of iterations);  Note:  If the “Compute Initial Heads” box is checked 

(Figure 32c) a spatially-variable Initial Head Solution is computed based on material 

properties and boundary conditions (and Ho is used as the starting hydraulic head for the 

iterative Initial Head Solution); if this box is unchecked, Ho is assigned uniformly to all 

cells throughout the simulation domain; 

 

• Transport:  ELA Transport Solution (degree of interpolation polynomial, Picard tolerance 

and allowable number of iterations);   

 

• AMR:  Grid parameters [number of levels, cell refinement factor, minimum subgrid size, 

head and concentration gradients for locating subgrids, User-requested maximum total 

number of cells (NCELLmax) in AMR mesh (program will adjust gradient parameters and 

subgrid placement to satisfy NCELLmax)];   

 

• Time Step:  Time Stepping (total simulation time and time step size, DT, based on 

optional automatic control of DT based on maximum Courant numbers);   

 

• Solver:  Iterative Matrix Solver parameters (tolerance for head and concentration 

solutions, and maximum solver iterations);  and  

 

• Output:  Saved Output Times (enter list of User-requested output times for which results 

will be saved during the simulation). 
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      Figure 32 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

(d) 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(e) 

 

(f) 

 

(g) 

 

(h) 
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Here are some further suggestions regarding these parameters: 

 

AMR mesh:  To get a quick view of how the flow and concentration fields will look for your 

scenario, you can run several time steps with 2 or 3 AMR levels and a mesh refinement factor 

(IREFINE) = 2.  Check out the Output and add more AMR levels, or change IREFINE to 4, if 

necessary.  A very useful parameter to keep the total number of cells in the entire AMR 

mesh "under control" is NCELL_max.  The default is 10 million cells, but you may want to 

reduce this to, say, 1-3 million cells as you are becoming familiar with the program.  The 

program will automatically adjust (i.e., increase) dH_mesh and dC_mesh (see Help discussion), 

if needed, to keep the no. of cells less than or equal to NCELL_max.  

  

The subgrid sizes are controlled by Nsubcell_hor and Nsubcell_min.  The default values in the 

dialog are a good starting point.  Smaller values allow the AMR mesh to more closely add 

refinement (i.e, more efficiently place finer cells) in high-gradient areas (hydraulic head and/or 

concentration).  However, in general small values lead to more subgrids, more Picard iterations, 

and more simulation effort.  IGradient_Logic=3 is good in most cases:  this controls whether 

both head & concentration gradients are used to refine the AMR mesh (IGradient_Logic=3) or if 

just concentration gradients are used (IGradient_Logic=2).  Once you gain experience, you will 

find that IGradient_Logic=2 will work well in many cases (i.e, the plume advection drives the 

AMR mesh design) because grid refinement will automatically be added, for example, around an 

extraction well when it "is needed" (i.e, when the plume is drawn into the well field). 

  

Time Step:  The program automatically controls the time step for the User and changes it as 

needed (with some general guidance).  You need to define the Max. Simulation Time (i.e., how 

long is your simulation).  The User can stop the simulation at any time, and all results up to that 

point are saved.  NT_river =2 is good for most cases (this parameter is only used if the model 

contains rivers and/or lakes).  In most cases, simulations run efficiently with the time step (DT) 

based on the maximum horizontal/vertical Courant numbers, Cu (Adaptive Groundwater adjusts 

DT throughout the simulation as the flow and transport dynamics change, such as when a plume 

enters the capture zone of a well).  Cu = 4 to 8 is a good range of values in many cases [e.g., start 

with Cu=4, then try larger Cu (e.g, 6 to 10) for simpler flow fields and when plumes are not near 

a pumping well].  However, sensitivity analyses should always be performed with a smaller Cu 

(e.g., Cu=1-2) to make sure that the numerical accuracy of the transport equation solution is 

adequate (i.e., make sure that a smaller Courant number does not significantly change the 

simulated solute distribution).  

  

In some cases you may want to override the program's computed DT by setting DTMAX to a 

"smaller value" (the program will keep DT .LE. DTMAX).  The program always tries to increase 

DT by a factor of DT_Increase (but DT is reduced if Cu criteria are exceeded) and reduces DT 

by DT_reduce if a Picard iteration does not converge.  The default values work well in many 

cases (DT_Increase = 1.5;  DT_reduce = 2). 

 

Please click on the “Help” button for this dialog for more details. 
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Step 15 – Output 

 

Output viewing options (Figure 33) include hydraulic head, solute concentration, head or 

concentration (C) difference (e.g., drawdown), pore velocity vectors, hydraulic conductivity, 

groundwater pathlines (with optional travel-time markers), and monitoring point graphs of head 

and concentration versus time.   

 

Note:  Section 2 below illustrates the generation of various two- and three-dimensional 

visualizations of the simulation results for this tutorial. 

 

“Plot and Contour Types” include:  two-dimensional line or filled (flood maps) contour plots 

(“rainbow” or User-selected single or two-color contours);  three-dimensional surface plots of x-

y, x-z, and y-z slices;  three-dimensional fence diagrams with blanking (multiple combinations of 

I-, J-, and K- slices in a single plot);  and three-dimensional volume plots with advanced 

blanking options based on logical (.and. / .or.) operators (e.g., blank regions with C < C1 and x < 

X1).   

 

Animation capabilities are provided for many output types (e.g., concentration or head vs. time 

in 2D and 3D plots;  I-, J-, or K-slice plane in 2D or 3D fence diagrams;  horizontal or vertical 

view angle for 3D plots). 

 

Refer to Tutorials 2-8 for many additional output examples.  Select results for this tutorial are 

presented below. 

 

 

 
Figure 33 
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Step 16 – Help System 

 

The Help option on the main menu launches the searchable program documentation and help 

system (Figure 34). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 34 
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Section 2 – Simulation Results Visualization 

In this section we show how to create various two- dimensional plots of the simulation results for 

Tutorial 1.  Tutorials 2-8 provide many examples of three-dimensional plots.  You can use either 

the supplied Tutorial_1_Completed project files or your working copy of the Adaptive 

Groundwater files for this tutorial:   Tutorial_1_Start.agw.  It does not matter if you have made 

new runs with shorter simulation times than those shown here;   select whatever output time that 

you want. 

Step 1 – View Two-Dimensional Hydraulic Head Contour (Lines) Map 

In the main menu select Output > Hydraulic Head  and the View Simulation Results dialog 

appears (Figure 35).  A plan-view flood map through the bottom layer of the aquifer is 

automatically generated (Figure 36).  Click the “Go To” button at the top of the dialog to pop up 

a child dialog with available output times;  click on any output time you want and select “OK” in 

the “Go to Output Time”dialog.  You may also use the “+” / “-“  buttons to toggle through the 

output times.   

 
 

Figure 35 
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Figure 36 

 

Under Plot and Contour Types you see that “2D” (i.e., two-dimensional) plots are the default.   

Use the radio button to change the “Contour Type” to lines (Figure 35).  Notice that Base Grid 

layer 1 with a slice plane (x-y) coordinate of z = 2.5 m. 

Note:  the layer number refers to the Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR) mesh associated with 

the multi-level AMR grid created during the simulation.  In highly-refined mesh areas the 

vertical discretization is equal to the grid spacing in the highest-level subgrid (e.g, Level 5 in this 

example which utilizes five AMR levels).  In less-refined areas the grid layer thickness for the 

output is equal to the grid spacing in the most-refined subgrid (e.g., Level 1, 2, 3, or 4). 

 

Click on the “Contour Options” button (Figure 35) to load the Contour Parameters and Overlays 

dialog (Figure 37).  Select the Contouring Options tab and notice that 20 contour intervals have 

been generated in the range 100 to 105 m. 
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Figure 37 

 

 

Step 2 - View Groundwater Pathline 

View the computed groundwater pathline that started in the center of the plume by selecting the 

Pathlines tab (Figure 38) and check the “Show Pathlines” box. 

 

 
Figure 38 

 

In all plots you can “Zoom In”, “Zoom Last”, or “Translate” the view by clicking one of the 

icons in the upper-left corner of the display (Figure 9) or by making the appropriate selection 

under View in the main menu.  
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The mesh overlay can be turned off by un-checking the “Mesh” box in the Contour Options 

dialog (under the “Overlays” tab;  Figure 38).  

If you wish to use any of these display options later, click on the “Save Plot Format” button at 

the bottom of the View Simulation Results dialog (Figure 35). 

 

Step 3 – View 2D Solute Concentration Contour (Flood) Map 

“Close” the View Simulation Results dialog for hydraulic head output and on the main menu 

select Output > Solute Concentration to generate a plan-view flood map of the plume (Figure 

39).  Make sure the “Contour Type” (Figure 35) is re-set to “filled”.   

 

By default the program initially selects an x-y slice through the highest concentration zone and 

the last simulation time (e.g., t = 60,000 days;  z = 27.66 m in Figure 39).  Use the “Select Layer 

no.” buttons (“+/-“ and “Go To”) to change the view plane elevation (Figure 35).  Further, you 

can view an animation of the different plan-view slices by changing the “Animation Type” to 

Layer (K-plane) and clicking the “Start Animation” button.   

 

Note that the solute concentration contours range from 0 to 0.2 mg/L (Figure 40).  You can 

change the precision and font size of the contour legend labels by selecting the Contour Formats  

tab (Figure 41). 
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Figure 39 

 

 

 
Figure 40 
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Figure 41 

 

Step 4 – Select and View Monitoring Point Simulation Results 

“Zoom In” to obtain the view in Figure 39.  While in a plan or cross-section view, single click on 

any, or all, of the four monitoring point symbols to pop up a separate dialog containing graph(s) 

of the simulated concentration or hydraulic head versus time at these locations (Figure 42).   

 

 
 

Figure 42 
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Step 5 – Develop Cross-Section View of Plume 

To display the cross-sectional view in Figure 43, click on the X-Z Slice (Row) button in the 

lower left hand corner (red circle in Figure 25), and then select the row of cells (i.e., x-z slice) 

that cuts through the center of the plume (or select View > Change View Plane in the main 

menu).  When you first switch to the cross-section view, you will want to add vertical 

exaggeration (e.g., VE = 10-20) by going to View > Vertical Exaggeration in the main menu. 

 

 
 

Figure 43 

 

Step 6 – View 3D Surface Plot of Concentration Contours 

While in x-z view mode (Figure 43), change back to an x-y plan view through the plane z = 27.66 

m.  Generate the 3D surface plot in Figure 44 by selecting the “3D Surface” radio button in the 

View Simulation Results dialog (Figure 35). 
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Figure 44 

 

 

 


